A filing has been submitted.
DAR No. 41337
Department: Public Service Commission
Agency: Administration
Code Ref. No.: R746-200-7
Title: Termination of Service
Filing Type: Notice of Proposed Rule
Available at: http://erules.rules.utah.gov/erules/secure/loginAuthorize.action?emailUrlPassing&ruleId=158568

The Division of Administrative Rules' staff will review this filing to ensure that the required information has been provided and that the text is correctly marked. If the staff has questions or identifies problems, you will be contacted by E-mail. Barring unforeseen circumstances, this filing will be published in the next issue of the Bulletin (see http://www.rules.utah.gov/agencyresources/timeframes.htm for the publication schedule).

Thank you!
Division of Administrative Rules
rules@utah.gov
801-538-3218